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A DATABASE of clients and claims is at the
centre of the probe into alleged cartel activity
in the insurance industry, the Irish Independent
has learned.
Regulators from the European Union led

dawn raids on insurance bodies over alleged
cartel activity.
Gardaí acted as observers, and officers from

the competition watchdog were also involved
in the early-morning swoops.
The raids were prompted by allegations that
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Bin charge
hikes still
loom after
Dáil deal
THE Government and Fianna
Fáil have defused the row over
bin charges for now – but tens
of thousands of households still
face the prospect of larger bills.
A new watchdog will be

tasked with ensuring consum-
ers don’t fall victim to so-called
‘price-gouging’ by the country’s
waste collectors.
The body, known as the ‘Pric-

ingWatchdogMonitoring Unit’,
will be given specific powers to
tackle emerging cartels in the

motor insurers in this country are operating a
cartel, by price-fixing.
Motor premiums have been going up by as

much as 70pc at times over the past three years.
It is understood a database with details about

drivers and their claims history was the focus
of the raids.
The main raid was at the Dublin offices of

Insurance Ireland, the representative body for
the insurance sector.
Insurance Ireland, headed up by Kevin

Thompson, has consistently denied that it
restricts use of its database.
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Canada’s visiting PrimeMinister Justin Trudeau took time out from his official duties to join Taoiseach Leo
Varadkar for a jog through the Phoenix Park after the two seemed to hit it off. Later, Mr Trudeau got to learn
about his Co Cork ancestry before attending a state dinner at Dublin Castle. REPORTS: PAGES 2-3& 23
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industry, as well as bringing
criminal convictions against
firms suspected of price-fixing
or collusion.
But half of the country’s

households will still be forced
to switch to a pay-by-weight
bin system in a move that left-
wing TDs insist will result in
significant price hikes.
Senior Government figures

admitted that they could not
rule out increases in household
bills – but insisted that the new
watchdog will ensure efficient
regulation.
The proposals were passed

in the Dáil last night.
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